This commemorative issue is dedicated to our editor, colleague, and friend
Randall W. Smith, MD. Randy died unexpectedly on October 25, 2021.
This is the brainchild of several colleagues, who are associated with CANS
newsletter. Our President Mark E. Linskey, MD, gave us complete editorial
freedom. You will note that there are two colors used in this issue: purple
and gold; this is to acknowledge Randy’s Alma Mater, The University of
Washington, a very important institution in his productive life.
Randy was referred to, more than once, as an icon. Indeed, he was, and his
loss is tremendous to each and all of us, as well as to Neurosurgery. Some
of us are still struggling to wrap our heads around the hole he left.
The reminiscences included here range from ones written by colleagues
who knew him professionally and through his involvement with various
Regional and National Neurosurgical Organizations, to very personal ones from family members and friends.
They all speak to the core of who Randy was: Exceptional; Charismatic; Fun loving; Loyal; Perfectionist; Hard
working; Dedicated; Organized; Productive; Outstanding Teacher; Mentor; Did not tolerate mediocrity;
Welcoming; Inclusive; Caring; Influential; Admired; Loved … the list goes on. Unfortunately, because of selfimposed deadlines, we had to stop accepting reminiscences for this issue. But additional notes may be
included at a later date.
When possible, photos of people who wrote about Randy were paired with their reminiscences. Other photos
showing different facets of Randy’s rich life, were provided by Christine Smith, Ph.D., our neuroscientist
colleague, on behalf of the Smith Family. Titles attributed to various writers were added by the editing team.
I’d like to express my sincere thanks to Darla Colohan who, with help from CANS Executive Secretary Emily
Schile, did the artistic design and organization of this issue.
There is no way that a publication like this can do justice to a multifaceted individual like our beloved Randy.
Please enjoy it, realizing that it was prepared with Love.
Moustapha Abou-Samra, MD
Acting Editor, CANS Newsletter

In 1990 Randy told me that, for the rest of his life, he
would be working to help Neurosurgery, as a thank
you for a profession he loved and those who helped
him on this path.
He planned to work an extra hour each day, some days
many hours.
Working on committees, Washington, CSNS, AANS,
CANS, WNS: it was always critical to communicate with
these folks…. Newsletters! A means to communicate
within and with outside these groups.
Newsletters became a vessel not only for
Neurosurgery, but others whom I called his “groupies”
MDs, not neurosurgeons who wanted to be on his list;
they sent suggestions about what he should tackle and
sent him jokes.
“Vacations” for the family were meetings.
Many got to know our three and Randy’s
mom Freddie.
Every CANS and WNS program had Randy
sitting up front; he always had a question
for the speaker. This was not a “gotch ya”
but a way to acknowledge their work and
humanize them. The newsletter after a
meeting was a succinct capsule of the
meeting. Plus, he kept up with
Neuroscience daily-along with his 5
newspapers.
Our table at the banquet always included
new members. Except our last one when I
requested, we have family and friends.
As Chief of Staff of Sharp Memorial
Hospital, he created a Newsletter. This Newsletter for Medical Staff morphed into requests by office staff to get
more copies not only about how enjoyable the read but how useful.
Finally, I would like to include the following that I found in Randy’s binder of intros and talks. As you know
Randy was part of setting up the UCSD school of medicine: Dr Alksne, Dr Greenhoot, also from Dr Ward’s
program at the University of Washington, and Randy started the neurosurgery program at UCSD.

3 Dec. 1975
To John Alksne, Professor and Head,
Division of Neurosurgery
Dear John:
I wanted to drop you a note to tell you of the superb job
that Randy Smith did in the core course in Human
Anatomy. His presentation on the cranial nerves and on
head trauma was outstanding in its clarity, organization,
and delivery, and was received by the students with a
LITERAL OVATION. His participation in the laboratory was
similarly outstanding. He was well informed, interacted
well with the students, and managed to convert what
might have been a purely technical experience for them
into an ongoing seminar experience of the highest
quality. We have few “natural” teachers on our faculty,
Randy being one of them and really should be
commended for his efforts and talents.
Sincerely yours, Nick
Dr Nicholas Halasz,
Professor and Head
Division of Anatomy
Randy had told me that the students liked his talks but
when this letter came to us it meant a lot. He was always listed as favorite speaker from students each year.
He loved to teach!
Florence Smith, Better Half

On behalf of the AANS, we are all saddened by the loss
of our esteemed colleague, Dr. Randy Smith. Randy
continued to serve CANS, the CSNS and the AANS until
he passed. He was still vibrant and engaged during our
zoom meetings during the pandemic. He remained
thoughtful, open to dialogue, and persuasive to the end.
His accomplishments were numerous, but most
importantly are the true friendships he cultivated
throughout his life.
We are a better organization and better human beings
because of Randy. We are forever indebted to him.
Regis Haid, MD
President, AANS

Randy Smith was a tireless advocate for patients, neurosurgeons, and
the medical profession. He was hilariously funny. He was a truthteller. He
was generous. He was one-half of a dynamic duo along with his
wonderful wife, Flo. He was a mentor and friend. He will be sorely
missed.
Katie O. Orrico, Senior Vice President
Health Policy and Advocacy, AANS

Although I have known him for years our contact was limited to
meetings. I do take credit for when I was President of CANS I got him
into top line as President-elect. His running of the meetings during his
term allowed no nonsense and his leadership was ever more apparent. I always thought he was the one who
said what everyone else was thinking. Yet however bluntly he put it, he was loved and respected for his input which was always right to the point. His nonstop energetic involvement in both neurosurgery and its societies
made me feel a bit guilty for my complete retirement.
Personally, he and Flo were the first people Beth and I sought out. They were so warm, delightful, dynamic,
and stimulating. I hope Flo will continue coming to the meetings.
Randy was unique. He spoke both to us and for us. Associating with him always left me feeling enriched.
George Koenig, MD
Past President, CANS
I remember Randy from the day that he started his residency in Neurological Surgery at the University of
Washington. I was several years ahead of him and he was full of energy and enthusiasm. He was always fun to
be with. He laughed at those of us who had gotten deferments to stay out of the military during our training,
for we were certain to get drafted and sent to Viet Nam when we finished.
He (and Flo) joined the Air Force Reserves and spent many weekends playing soldier but believing that they
could avoid the War. Then their Reserve units got activated and they were off to South Korea for two years,
training interrupted. He who laughs last laughs best.
I was a new attending when he returned to finish his training; he graduated in 1971. The Department always
had a graduation dinner for the chief residents and their spouses and Randy made his indelible by producing a
tape recording that made fun of the faculty. How we all laughed!
Everyone knows of Randy’s contributions to organized neurosurgery and our specialty in California. The
Western was a chance to catch up with him and Flo and to be regaled by an unending supply of stories and
exploits. A unique man: his absence will be felt for years to come.
John D. Loeser, MD
Colleague and Friend

“Let us endeavor so to live so that when we come to die, even the undertaker will be sorry.”
This quote from Mark Twain encapsulates Randy’s life and contribution to our profession.
I came to know Randy from our roles in the Western Neurosurgical Society and
the California Association for Neurological Surgeons.
I can say without hesitation that Randy was one of my favorite mentors and
imagine that this is true for many reading this remembrance. Randy’s
indefatigable wit and personality is how he delivered many of his life and
professional lessons. Often done at his own expense, the lessons would usually
slide in on the back of a joke.
Let’s remember how Randy’s contributions and enormous corporate memory
were often the glue that kept many of the boards in organized surgery together
over time. I also know that as much as organized neurosurgery and specifically
the neurosurgeons of California will miss him, our loss pales in comparison to the loss in the hearts of
Florence, his wife, and children Stephen, Christine, and Michael. I was always amazed at how both Randy and
Flo would remember every detail of our discussions about my family, and especially my daughter. On a
personal level I am very grateful that I spent time with Randy and Flo in New Mexico just before his untimely
passing.
In closing, I would like to acknowledge and remember Randy’s influence on me personally in organized
neurosurgery and know many of us have had similar experiences and are much the richer for it. As I write, I
don’t want to say he will be missed because we all already miss him dearly. His contributions to our profession,
organizations, and social interactions cannot be praised too highly. Randy, I wish you Godspeed.
Marc Vanefsky, MD
Past President, CANS

As a member of the Western Neurosurgical society for over 20 years, I have had the distinct pleasure of
working with Randy and enjoying both he and his lovely wife Flo.
Randy is a neurosurgical icon.
Direct, straight forward with a razor-sharp intellect.
He has not only given a good deal of his life to neurosurgery but also has been a tremendous advocate for our
profession.
His presence will be missed but at the same time he will be present at the Western and I am sure at CANS for
years to come.
I can honestly say he has not only inspired me to be a better neurosurgeon but a better person.
Jay Morgan, MD
President Elect, WNS

Randy and Flo were always exceptionally
welcoming when I would see them at the
annual meetings, which I attend not as a
neurosurgeon but rather as Emily’s
helper. One of my favorite memories is
the bus tour of San Diego breweries that
he organized for the Western
Neurosurgical Society meeting in 2016.
He had a microphone and provided a
detailed history of the local craft beer
scene in between stops at his favorite
places. The driver remarked that this
was the calmest group he had ever taken
on a brewery tour! I didn't know Randy
professionally, but it was obvious that he had an outsized role in the community. It's hard to imagine the
banquet dinners without his comedy routine. I will miss you, Randy!
Andy Schile, Emily’s Other Half

A meteor has blasted across the sky and now its light has vanished.
I first met Randy when I joined the Neurosurgical Medical Clinic in 1996 after my residency in Boston. Randy
was an attending neurosurgeon at UCSD with John Alksne. Our paths crossed more frequently when he later
began solo private practice at Sharp Memorial Hospital in San Diego. He was an admired member of our
neurosurgical community. Operating one day, he experienced the worst headache of his life. A subarachnoid
hemorrhage. No problem, he had the pesky aneurysm coiled and returned to work.
Randy wanted to play a role in influencing our state and national medical politics. We all know about his longstanding contributions. What you do not know is his activity here in San Diego, where he led the San Diego
Academy of Neurosurgery for many years as well as other organizations. He encouraged me to join CANS. You
will all smile with me in remembering in later years at CANS Board meetings or open meetings when after a
discussion, Randy, kyphotic from age but unaltered in
mentation would abruptly stand. I would think to myself:
“here it comes!”
Meteorites are remnants of meteors which survive their
atmospheric fall and land on the earth. So it is with Randy.
His enthusiasm and contributions will be lasting in San
Diego and at CANS.
Kenneth Ott, MD
Past President, CANS

The memory I have chosen from the many years of a
treasured friendship is a very recent one. Randy, in his
inimitable way, gathered his team to organize and present a
memorial for his colleague and my husband. A Zoom
memorial was chosen because of the perilous times of the
medically invasive and socially restrictive COVID-19
pandemic. For me, this example of human kindness
epitomizes the persona of Randy, and the gesture meant the
world to me and the family.
Shortly thereafter, Randy once again stepped up to the plate
to shepherd the annual meeting of the WNS. The fragile "on
or off" approval for the meeting in Albuquerque was
dependent upon the myriad of details for the registrants,
hotel, and meeting room rules related to the pandemic.
With his usual aplomb, he met this task head on, and as you
know, the meeting was held. This drive, tenacity, and art of execution were cornerstones of a man who knew
how to get things done.
With our many years of friendship, I would be remiss if I did not include Flo, my meeting seatmate, and
Randy's 24/7 life partner (and saint). I will always look fondly on our times together. My condolences, and
recalling the music of another giant, "Thanks for the memory."
Gail Lippe, Friend
Dr Randy Smith will be remembered as a leader in San Diego Neurosurgery who always gave so much back to
his patients as well as his colleagues in the specialty. He was a dedicated and skillful neurosurgeon who helped
improve the lives of so many patients. With his wonderful wife Flo, he also made himself available to support
young, up-and-coming physicians, helping them learn how to have a successful practice and provide
compassionate, high level patient care.
Dr Smith was a strong example of how one dedicated person can contribute to the betterment of so many
others. His early work at UCSD with Dr. John Alksne helped lay the groundwork for what has become the
flourishing UCSD Neurosurgery Residency training program. His tireless activity on the state and the national
level as well as at the Western Neurosurgical Society left his mark on so many of us by the new friendships we
have made and the new ideas we have been exposed to. Randy, thanks for all you have done. We’ll miss your
kindness and exuberant joy for life but will carry your spirit forward in our lives as testimony to how a life is
well-lived.
David Barba, MD
Director of Functional Neurologic Surgery
Clinical Professor of Neurologic Surgery

Today, I want to tell you the main lessons Randy taught me over our decade-long friendship.
•

Your biggest supporters may not be who you think. As a young
female neurosurgeon starting in the California Association of
Neurological Surgeons(CANS) and the Western Neurosurgical
Society (WNS), Randy didn’t care who I was or what I looked like as
long as I showed up and worked hard. Once I proved myself, he went
to great lengths to support me and promote my career. This is the
very definition of sponsorship, which I have found much more
helpful than mentorship.

•

Actions speak louder than words. Randy could spot nonsense from a
mile away and did not hesitate to call it out. I have met very savvy
and politically correct leaders in my time who have done nothing to
help foster diversity and inclusion in neurosurgery. When it came to
supporting equality, he made the necessary changes in our
organizations to make them better.

•

Work-life balance is best when you don’t try to separate them.
Randy loved neurosurgery. When he retired from clinical practice in 2004, he was still very engaged in
organized neurosurgery. In California, it is no secret that Randy was the backbone of the two influential
organizations: CANS and WNS. He attended all the board and executive committee meetings and was
part of every critical decision until his death. Randy was constantly curious about the advances in the
field of neurosurgery and strived to make the lives of working neurosurgeons better. He involved his
whole family — his wife Flo is like a surrogate mom to many of us. Randy taught me that I shouldn’t
constantly feel like I had to choose by blending my life and family with my work. He has seen my
children grow up and developed an independent friendship with my husband. It well-demonstrated
that we are all happier and less likely to develop “burnout” if we feel part of a community.

•

Listen to your instincts. As the COVID-19 Delta variant surge was starting to wane in September, there
was still considerable uncertainty about holding an in-person meeting for the WNS. After much
planning and consideration, we decided to go for it and held the annual meeting in New Mexico. I do
not regret that decision for one minute. It was an engaging, safe and productive meeting and allowed
us to connect in person for the first time in nearly two years. This felt even more precious with my older
colleagues. I didn’t know at the time that the picture you see here would be the last night I would
spend time with Randy. I can just hear him saying: “Just go for it, kid.” Thanks, Randy. I will.

Ciara D. Harraher, MD
President, Santa Cruz County Medical Association

I will remember Randy Smith for his love of Neurosurgery, and his great support of the neurosurgical
community in San Diego. When I became chair at UC San Diego in February 2010, Randy immediately reached
out to me and asked if I would attend the San Diego Academy of Neurological Surgeons which he founded
years before, so that I could be introduced to the wonderful community of neurosurgeons in San Diego
County. Within a couple of years Randy had asked me to serve as President, but we all knew that Randy was
the true driving force that kept our Academy together...our true guiding light.
Bimonthly, like clockwork, we gathered under Randy’s invitation to share insights about new techniques,
welcome new members to the community, and share a meal together, all the while enjoying the incredible
energy Randy brought to the gatherings. Randy didn’t hesitate to ask the tough questions of any speaker, but
at the same time did so with the graciousness of an excellent host, always supporting and welcoming each new
neurosurgeon to the community and bridging the various practice groups together. In the end, we were all the
better for these gatherings. We need more Randys in the world: those who connect people, those who are
advocates and enthusiasts for medicine and neurosurgery, and those who are true community builders… I will
miss Randy!
Bob S. Carter, MD, PhD
Chief of Neurosurgery
Massachusetts General Hospital
William and Elizabeth Sweet Endowed Professor
Harvard Medical School

I was fortunate to meet Randy Smith through the CANS board. At first, I was taken aback by his gruff, cut to the
chase attitude. However, I quickly came to appreciate the efficiency of his communication.
Randy had a knack for getting to the heart of the matter with just a few questions while thinking in multiple
dimensions simultaneously. Randy’s decades of experience on the CANS board gave him superb insights. I
sought his advice during my term as CANS president in 2016-2017. He advised me what it takes to be a
successful CANS president, tenets of leadership that I have subsequently used in roles in many organizations.
During my year as CANS president, Randy was most in his element during discussions of meeting planning and
finances at the CANS board sessions. Between him on one side of the table and Phil Lippe on the other, I had
no idea where the “incoming” verbal zinger and probing questions would come from.
He questioned details - meeting locations, themes, speakers, and profitability. I felt like I was back in the days
of being captain of my high school’s debate team. I had to be on my toes and be prepared for an enjoyable,
often intense, sometimes public, and at other times one-on-one discussion. There could be no backing down
from my convictions. The end result of these discussions helped me to find strategies for success. After a lot of
planning, we had the January 2017 CANS meeting in San Francisco at the Mark Hopkins Intercontinental Hotel.
Randy and Flo particularly enjoyed the lunch we had on the top floor of the restaurant (Top of the Mark) on a
gorgeous day with a panoramic view of the city. I could see him beaming as the meeting wrapped up.
Afterwards, he
complemented me
with a big grin –
“Praveen, that was a
great lunch.” I had
made it to the level of
Randy Smith
approval, not a small
feat.
I will miss him greatly.
He was a one-of-akind ornery, fearless,
avocado-farmer/
neurosurgeon the
likes of which I will
not see again.

I am sure he is now enjoying the panoramic views from heaven.
Praveen V. Mummaneni, MD, MBA
Past President, CANS

Randy Smith was a unique individual. I first met Randy when I became a member of the board of directors of
CANS. Randy was extremely welcoming and demonstrated interest in me, my family, and my career. He was
always supportive of me in my advancement in various Neurosurgical Societies. He and Flo were constant
fixtures at the registration desks of
the CANS and Western
Neurosurgical Society, being sure to
welcome all coming to those
meetings and especially to make
new attendees feel included.
Randy was the curmudgeon who
kept our board meetings on track,
adhering to rules of order and
always injecting a bit of humor to
keep things from getting too dark.
The fact that he became Vice
President of the American
Association of Neurosurgeons as a
candidate, not put up by the
Nominating Committee of that
organization, is a remarkable feat
which speaks to his ability to pick up
on an issue of interest to others and galvanize support.
Randy was always the one to invite colleagues to the bar for a drink and then insist upon picking up the tab. I
will miss seeing Randy at meetings and social events, but I will always carry with me special memories of times
past. I only hope we can continue to see Flo should she desire to attend our meetings in the future.
Larry Shuer, MD
Past President, CANS and WNS

Glenna and I were very saddened to learn of Randy Smith's death. We have known Randy and Flo for many
years.
I have worked closely with Randy in the CSNS, the AANS, and most notably in the Western Neurosurgical
Society. Randy was an inveterate “insider”. He always wanted to be at the center of things — and usually was.
His contributions to whatever group he joined were always helpful and much appreciated. He will be greatly
missed by all who have had the privilege of being his close friend and colleague.
Ben and Glenna Blackett, Friends
Ben - Past President, WNS

Some will remember Randall W. Smith,
MD for his brilliance, his dedication to
his professional role as a physicianneurosurgeon and his major formative
contributions to the socio-political
evolution of American, Western and
California neurosurgery since 1973.
Others will remember his rapier wit
and trenchant soliloquies at
neurosurgical meeting banquets of the
Western Neurosurgical Society over the
years, which exposed both the
brilliance of his mind and the depth of
his understanding of manifested human
foibles. Still others will posthumously
continue to admire his tenacity to serve his profession to the very end of his long fulfilling life with us, and his
willingness to actively participate in and share his professional and transformational relevance during the
evolution of American and especially California neurosurgery over the past half century.
Randy’s record of continuous participation and accomplishments is serially documented in most of the minutes
of every Board and Annual Meetings of the California Association of Neurological Surgeons (CANS) over the
past 50 years. He is the one individual who has maintained this remarkable thread of activity and service,
which has included initiating, editing and providing commentary in the CANS Newsletter over most of this half
century. He has unilaterally led the cause for establishing and perpetuating CANS as the premiere state
neurosurgical-member organization throughout the United States.
His equally brilliant wife Florence has complemented and furthered Randy’s life path of attributive honor,
leadership, and service, acting as a continuing source of inspiration and
providing him active support over his entire lifetime for his causes. The
pain and grief we all suffer from Randy’s passing must be magnified a
thousand-fold in the minds and souls of Florence and her and Randy’s
family.
We all must endure now the pains of his absence from the scene,
assuaged now only in part by the magnificence of his beatified past
presence , the record of his wise counsel and his many historic
contributions to neurosurgery. We mourn the passing of an
irrepressible giant of our profession.
May God Bless Randy, who shared with us his manifold talents
and give strength now to his family.
Don and Joanne Prolo, Friends
Don - Past President, CANS and WNS

I first met Randy Smith at the Western Neurosurgical Society meeting in Coeur d’Alene in 1999. It was my first
year in California. Randy was the first neurosurgeon to welcome me to California and he encouraged me to
join the Western, which I did. At that meeting he went
out of his way to introduce me to other members, and
he made me feel very comfortable and included.
Since that time, Randy became a close friend and
mentor as I progressed through the ranks of leadership
in both the Western and CANS. He believed in me and
made me a better leader and person. He was always
available for advice and had a keen understanding as to
how organizations functioned. Randy always had great
ideas to resolve particularly thorny issues that would
arise at executive meetings.
Randy was very thoughtful and kind but could be quite
intimidating to those who did not know him well.
However, when it was pointed out to him that he may
have hurt someone’s feelings by his gruff tone and
attitude, he immediately sought them out to apologize
for any pain he might have caused. He had many friends
because of his caring and understanding nature.
I will miss his presence at our meetings as well as my
personal interactions with him on a regular basis. The
meetings won't be the same without him! He was a kind, gentle, and very bright man and I feel privileged to
have been able to call him my friend.
Austin Colohan, MD
Past President, CANS and WNS

I knew Randy as a pillar of the San Diego Neurology Society, and he was very supportive of me all the years I
served as an officer. He was an articulate, outspoken, thoughtful, and engaged participant in our meetings and
rarely missed a meeting. His presence was felt even when he was absent. We will continue to feel it in the
years ahead if the Society can survive without his leadership. I am shocked by the unexpected news and will
miss him dearly.
Steven Demeter, MD
Colleague and Friend

I first met Randy when I was a medical student at UCSD in 1978 and he was head of the admissions committee.
I remember him as the very sensible and well-organized leader of that committee. By the time I was seeing
patients he had left for private practice. Then practicing myself at Sharp, I dealt with him at Sharp Hospital
peripherally because we had different referral groups. His reputation was tops.
My primary contact with him was in the San Diego Neurology Society. I was president in 1990-92. He was one
of very few neurosurgeons who showed the interest to come to our meetings, and did for 40 years, until the
very end. His curiosity and interest in neurology that didn’t necessarily involve surgery is unusual for a
neurosurgeon, and I think says a lot about his character. He was instrumental in preserving the Society by
suggesting we join with the neurosurgeons and UCSD neurosciences people, just a few years ago. Serving as
treasurer recently until he passed is indicative of his reliable willingness to contribute and help lead
organizations he was involved with.
He was definitely a star in the firmament of San Diego neuro.
Scott Riedler, MD
Colleague and Friend

Fact, Rumor and Opinion
“The news is a mix of fact, rumor and opinion. The facts are hopefully clearly stated. The rest is open to
interpretation. The opinion is mine.”
The above quote was how Dr. Smith ended each of his early newsletters after he was named to be the CANS
editor. So….
Fact – he is really gone.
Rumor – he was aggressive, outspoken, profane.
Opinion – Underneath his rough exterior was a charming, quick-witted,
highly intelligent and kind individual.
Although Dr. Smith appeared very intimidating at my first board meeting in late 1995, I eventually came to
admire his bluntness, especially when the meetings would drag on with no end in sight. He was skilled at
keeping everyone in line so that whatever problem or issue was being redundantly discussed would result in
some sort of resolution. During his tenure as CANS President in 1996, we grew to respect each other’s work
ethic. He loved being a CANS member and truly cared about neurosurgery as a profession.
I noticed that his last two CANS Newsletters (Sep and Oct 2020) contained the following Thoughts for the
Month: “Never laugh at your wife’s choices—you are one of them”, and “Hanging out with your grown-up kids
is like visiting the best parts of your life.” It warms my heart to know that his family is his lasting legacy.
Janine Tash, Former CANS Executive Secretary and Friend

I met Randy Smith 26 years ago on active duty with the US Navy at NMCSD in 1995. A former Air Force
Reserve neurosurgeon, Randy was then in private practice at Sharp Hospital having previously been on faculty
at UCSD. As a member of the SD Academy of Neurological Surgeons (SDANS) he reached out to me to try and
include the military neurosurgeons at Balboa in the academy CME and networking meetings held regularly at
the La Jolla Embassy Suites. At that time in my career straight out of training, I had no experience with
organized neurosurgery at any level, or private practice neurosurgery, and Randy gave me my first taste of
both; mentoring me to eventually serve as President of the SDANS before I left active duty and CA in 1998.
While at the University of Arkansas (UAMS) from 1998-2004, Randy helped mentor me in my efforts to reorganize the Arkansas State Neurosurgical Society (Robert Watson Society) and enter organized neurosurgery
through the Council of State Neurosurgical Societies (CSNS), and throughout my career at the CSNS from 1999present day.
When I returned to California to join UC Irvine in 2004, Randy immediately re-took me under his wing and
insisted that I join the Western Neurosurgical Society (WNS) and the California Association of Neurological
Surgeons (CANS). I’ll never forget Randy and his Wife Flo sitting at a table with me at the 2015 WNS meeting
at the Kauai Hilton for a “serious talk” after I had
completed my term as Chairman of the CSNS 2013-15.
He told me of his love for CANS and expressed his
desire to ensure its future. He challenged me, now
that I had stepped down as CSNS Chair, to fully commit
to CANS as a service priority. I had always served the
socio-economic and health policy interests of
neurosurgery as a profession but, more importantly, I
could not refuse a man who had so selflessly and
generously taken an interest in my career and
mentored me for so long.
With his endorsement, I was “deep selected” as
secretary of CANS starting in 2016, without ever having
served as a Director on the Board and moved up from
there. As President of CANS working closely with him
the Chairman of the CANS Publications Committee and
Editor of our Newsletter for the last 1.75 years of his
life was a great learning experience and a tremendous
honor. We were in touch every few weeks throughout
this time regarding CANS and Newsletter business. I
will always remember Dr Smith as a friend and colleague, but also as one of my most influential career
mentors. I miss his humor, his razor-sharp wit, and his keen insight to quickly see through any issue to the true
heart of the matter. His love of CANS and neurosurgery was inspiring. I miss Randy very much.
Mark E. Linskey, MD
President, CANS

Randy and Caviar!
I consider myself so fortunate, indeed blessed, to
have known Randy Smith. He was a colleague, a
mentor, and a dear personal friend.
Randy, Flo, Joanie, and I made it a habit of staying an
extra night after the CANS and WNS meetings, so
that we may have dinner together … Last such
“dinner” was in January 2020 in Sonoma, just before
the start of the pandemic.
I remember Randy’s delight when he found out that
a special offering for the evening was caviar.
Evidently, he and Flo splurged once in a while and
ate expensive caviar. I, on the other hand, having
grown up in land locked Damascus, Syria, never
acquired the taste for caviar. And Joanie, married to
me for over 45 years, was frequently deprived of this
delicacy.
Randy couldn’t believe it when I told him that I
didn’t care for caviar. Nonsense, he said: “I
guarantee you’ll enjoy it; it’s in the way you prepare
each bite.”
As we waited to be served, he elaborated on the various types of caviar and what part of the world offers the
best kind. He also explained that most of what is marketed as caviar is simply roe. True caviar comes from
sturgeons and the most delicious caviar comes from the Caspian Sea.
As soon as we were served, he put on his teaching hat and started demonstrating the art of appreciating this
delicacy. In preparing the first bite with all the “trimmings” he was so meticulous; he might as well have been
preparing to clip a complex aneurysm. He explained that real caviar is served in mother-of-pearl spoons. And
that connoisseurs eat it, without anything else. But for newcomers, it helps to use some additional ingredients.
Randy recommended putting some crumbled eggs, finely minced onions, and don’t forget the crème fraiche;
caviar goes on top. “Then you put it in your mouth, close your eyes, and enjoy the magic.”
It was magic indeed. Randy’s magic!
Joanie and I will never forget this dinner. And I will never forget Randy’s care, friendship, and love!
Rest in Peace, Dear Friend.
Moustapha Abou-Samra, MD
Past President, WNS and CANS

I first met Randy at the annual Western Neurosurgical Society Meeting in 2005. I was presenting a paper to
become a member. My sponsor, the late Phil Carter, was ill and could not attend. My wife and I went to Lake
Tahoe and discovered that we knew no one at this meeting. Randy was the Past-President and he and his wife,
Flo, could sense that perhaps Dawn and I were uncomfortable. They invited us to sit with them and chat.
Little did I realize what I had gotten myself into! Our chats were lengthy and memorable. We all four became
fast friends. We looked forward to the Western every
year to catch up on our lives. In short order, I
became a ready (and easy) target for Randy’s humor
at the annual banquet. My Notre Dame lineage and
love for golf were all that Randy needed to skewer
me in loving Randy fashion.
One day, 10 years ago or so, Randy called me out of
the blue and asked me to take care of his brother. I
operated on his lumbar spine and fortunately, he did
quite well. Flo and my wife, Dawn would often run
the front reception together. I was fortunate to
serve in various positions within the Western. Randy
was there and supportive and endlessly helpful with
whatever was needed. His love of neurosurgery and
the Western was unsurpassed. He understood
tradition, and the need to give back. He attended
every meeting and contributed. He still followed
and read the latest literature. Randy was the
consummate neurosurgeon.
This past summer, his brother had heart surgery in
Tucson. Randy came to visit his brother. Dawn and I met him at his hotel for dinner. He knew everyone who
worked at the hotel by name, and they all knew him! I made sure they took good care of his brother and
Randy entertained the nurses. He maintained his childlike interest in all things novel. We were able to spend
time together this fall in person at the Western. I will cherish that visit as it was our last.
Randy was the epitome of a friend. Loyal, kind, critical when necessary, and funny. He was the ultimate one of
a kind and he will be missed. He left an indelible mark on the Western and all who were lucky enough to have
known him.
Tom Scully, MD
Past President, WNS

Back in 1978, I was a very green 3rd year medical student doing my surgical rotation at UCSD. Besides general
surgery, we got to pick two surgical specialty rotations, and I included neurosurgery, as I was quite sure I
wanted to do either neurology or neurosurgery. Randy Smith was my attending for most of the rotation, which
I appreciated, as he had already proven a sardonic but very clear lecturer in the first-year neuroscience
curriculum. Randy came with a somewhat fearsome reputation for throwing things in the OR and chewing out
residents, nurses, and anyone else who he thought was impeding the delivery of top-notch care to his patient.
However, I found him to be VERY patient with me as the greenest of all possible medical students, with a very
courtly, even old-fashioned demeanor. When he found out I had a particular interest in the nervous system, he
gave me one-on-one sit-down lectures in his office, leading me to understand many aspects of neurosurgery
that would otherwise have remained opaque, and surely saved me from many subsequent chewings-out by
neurosurgeons over the years. He also arranged for me to get one-on-ones with Hector James on pediatric
neurosurgery.
Ultimately, despite my enjoyment of the OR and the prospect of working with my hands, I opted instead for
neurology as I really wanted to focus more on the unique functions of the brain more than on its physicality.
Randy never held this indiscretion against me and remained a kind mentor through my neurology residency at
UCSD. We often interacted at Sharp Memorial here in San Diego, as he left the university for private practice
about the same time I did. Over the years, he took meticulous and kindly care of patients I referred him, and I
understood from multiple witnesses that his OR temperament had mellowed, albeit with no sacrifice in
meticulous care of his patients.
I'd forgotten this until now, but for some years, he and John Alksne held the Guinness world record for longest
neurosurgery. I believe it was an AVM resection, and according to the internet it was 31 hours in 1972.
He was a natural leader and a teacher and had
me assist him with putting together a program
for the Western Federation of Neuroscience
Societies back when he was its President. The
Federation is long defunct but was a CME
leader in its day. We remained in touch for
many years, but I lost track of him despite his
continued involvement with local neuroscience,
as I've just been too busy to attend nonessential meetings. I know he remained actively
interested in clinical education until the end.
I would number Randy among my most
influential mentors during my training. His crisp
thinking, uncompromising care, and innate
courtesy [almost always!] remain real standards
for me to this day. His personal kindness and good-natured humor softened a powerful presence and intellect.
James S. Grisolia, MD
Neurologist, Scripps Mercy Hospital

Because I knew him, I am a better person.
Most people knew Randy Smith as the funny guy who would get on the microphone at the banquet and tell
funny, often nasty and sometimes racy jokes. I was regularly the subject of his jokes. People would ask me if I
was offended by his blonde jokes. Absolutely not, because ‘I knew him’. Others knew Randy as being loud,
dogmatic, and inpatient. I also knew that side of him. We all have another side that we don’t often show to
others. Randy was true in every aspect - he showed us what he was feeling and thinking.
The Randy I dearly loved and knew was humble, kind, caring, generous and fiercely loyal. He would say, “be
honest and true - if people don’t like you for it, you don’t want them in your life.” I never heard Randy say
anything unkind about anyone. He would say “I don’t understand”
Randy and Flo looked forward to the neurosurgical society meetings where they would search out those who
were new to the meeting /society. And if you attended the meeting alone, they would ensure you had a
proper table at the banquet to sit and enjoy the evening. Always making people feel welcome!
I’m incredibly thankful and my life is far more blessed because I knew him! He and Flo became very dear
friends of Austin and mine. He adored his wife, Flo, and their three children. Every Sunday evening the Smith
family would gather together for "Sunday night family dinner". These dinners often included others - again,
always making others feel welcome.
Randy told me more than once, “I don’t know how I got such a great wife and kids because it was nothing I did.
It must’ve been Florence!”

Randy, may all the blondes that have gone before me enjoy your jokes as much as I did.
Darla Colohan, Friend

I cannot remember the exact details of my first meeting with Dr. Randy Smith, but it would have been at the
opening ceremony of the 57th Western Neurosurgical Society Annual Meeting in 2011. I know this for sure as
he was always one of those warm and genuine persons who would go out of their way to spend substantial
time with new members and their companions. I have witnessed this and delighted in his company ever since,
year after year at the WNS and CANS meetings...and some more.
With Randy, you saw nothing but the genuine article. He had little time for superficialities and meeting him
was like carrying on a conversation mid-sentence from the previous year. He would launch straight in to see if
my wee boys were enjoying their new school that we were fretting about a year ago, or express surprise that
my wife was still with me, with a wink. His authenticity was golden and of a quality you know was hard to
come by, outside of family and close friends. He actually cared about the time we spent together and the
thoughts we exchanged. I miss him tremendously for all of that.
I miss him also because, without knowing when and how, he
became a mentor to me. Coming from abroad, I was not familiar
with all his achievements as a practicing neurosurgeon. He had
retired when I was still a medical student across an Ocean away.
When I met him for the first time on the island of Kauai in the
middle of the Pacific, I met a gentle and friendly hoary man, (Yes,
Randy would appreciate me using that word to describe him!).
He was about the same age as my parents, showed interest in
me and my family, made us feel welcomed and made sure I made
as many new friends as possible. My respect and fondness for
him grew exponentially as I saw him deliver insightful
observations and pose perspicuous questions throughout the
scientific meeting. To top it off, he delivered the final act of the
social program, his famous monologue, which left people
chuckling or cringing, depending on your generational sensitivity
or how long you’ve known Randy. Simply put, he was a delight and the darling of the society.
Did I say he was gentle? As my involvement with the WNS and CANS grew, so did my friendship and
understanding of Randy. Dr. Randall Smith did not suffer fools gladly and his expectation of others placed in
organizational roles was absolute. Incompetence or absurdity would not be tolerated. You shortcut any
procedural formalities at your peril! It was at times hilarious and awkward to see distinguished colleagues be
admonished, until I experienced it myself first-hand! However, no one minded. Not only that, but his criticisms
and suggestions were always taken seriously, and all knew it was coming from a vast vat of experience and
heart. He was inevitably right, and the organization would surely and steadily be steered back on course.
I’m quite sure we all bring along voices of our mentors to the OR or a difficult situation, summoning their
advice and listening to what they would do. Over the years, my interactions with Randy grew and before I
knew it, he became an indispensable mentor. Randy is gone, but his voice will always be with me, guiding me
through tricky times, but mostly lending me encouragement and support. I feel so fortunate to have had the
opportunity to know him. I regret that newer members will not be able to enjoy his company and get to know
his humanity, wisdom, and humor.

Randy and other senior members often talk fondly about Drs. Pevehouse, Ablin, Cloward, and other
extraordinary individuals, who made an immense impact on neurosurgery and the organizations that they
loved. I have never met any of these historic figures but appreciate their contribution and importance to our
trade and societies. However, through Dr. Randy Smith, I feel I have witnessed another equally extraordinary
individual, who has inspired me in so many ways. He characterized an era at the WNS and CANS and his
passing marks an end to this era. Like the other greats we honor at WNS and CANS, his legacy will live on.
Marco Lee, MD
Secretary Treasurer, WNS

Randy was the first community neurosurgeon I met when I moved to San Diego. Dr. George Prioleau
introduced us in 1992 when I attended my first meeting with the San Diego Academy of Neurosurgery. From
that day on Randy “sort of” took me under his wing. He introduced me to the rest of the neurosurgical
community in San Diego (at that time less than 30 docs), as well as many of the other prominent physicians in
San Diego. He mentored me as he had done with so many other young neurosurgeons, he introduced me to
one of the best organizations in neurosurgery, the Western Neurosurgical Society, as well as the California
Association of Neurological Surgeons. He encouraged me to get involved with many different committees in
the Western that I so enjoyed working with him on. Randy was really plugged into the medical community
not only here in San Diego, but all over California and saw that young surgeons got involved as much as
possible.
On a personal note, Randy and I would always meet an hour before the SD Academy meetings at the hotel bar.
He always would ask “Are you on call, or can you have a REAL beer”, I will miss that. Many times, Flo was there
as well. We had great conversations about the state of neurosurgery in California and San Diego. But more
importantly, we would discuss our families, our children and their lives, both good and bad. Flo was always
there to give me advice on my children, etc., both Randy and Flo were always interested in how Robbin and I
were doing. Robbin and I will miss him greatly.
Greg Gerras, MD
Colleague and Friend

It was an honor during my tenure as CSNS Chair, to oversee the establishment of the Randall W. Smith Award
for Meritorious Service and to bestow the first award to the irascible, lovable, remarkable Dr. Randy Smith.
Others knew him in his clinical realm, his family domain or his California environment-I can speak of his
remarkable work on behalf of organized neurosurgery and the personal impact he had on me. On the simplest
level, CSNS meetings will be forever changed because Randy will not be there making his enduring
contributions. The organization and all of neurosurgery has lost an amazing individual and valuable resource
with his death.
Like so many others, when I first became a part of the CSNS, it was
Randy’s opinion, thoughts and other contributions that were most
striking. His was a distinctive voice-in both content and deliverythat was impossible to ignore. Years of neurosurgical practice and
participation in the heart of the CSNS process made him
invaluable to the organization in so many ways. His charisma had
this infectious quality that inspired others to want to participate,
contribute and grow. In this way, he was singularly responsible for
igniting the enthusiasm of so many, including myself. But he went
further. He would personally reach out to anyone new to help
them navigate the complicated system, to help them find their
niche, and to succeed. To this day, I marvel at how he managed to
inspire and lift so many with his special touch! And to his
enormous credit, he did not hold to the bias and prejudice of
many neurosurgeons of his era, welcoming all who wished to
participate. His legacy is monumental.
Randy exuded “radical candor” before the concept had been
elucidated! He spoke his mind with clarity, precision and an honesty that transcended the oft difficult
messages he sent. It wasn’t unusual for him to describe an idea as “just dumb” or a person as “self-serving” or
a project as a “complete waste of time” but none of these messages was ever mean-spirited, selfish, or hateful.
Somehow, he could say these things and we would all nod our heads. He helped us cut through to the heart
of the situation or problem. One did not always agree with him, but shame on you if you ignored his honesty
and wisdom.
And Randy was just downright fun to be around. Once the formal meetings were over, he was equally
delightful at a social gathering. Almost always with Florence by his side, his smile would light up the room. His
stories would engross the entire table, most often ending in uproarious laughter. As with his organizational
work, in this setting he was unbounded, frank and engrossing. You felt lucky if you got the seat next to him,
you knew it would be a fun evening. He brought out the best in all those nearby.
Others will laud his titles and other accomplishments, of which there are many. What I would like others to
know about Randy was how his singular personality and approach touched the lives of others and inspired
them to be engaged and to care. I know, because he did this for me in a way that altered my trajectory and
changed my thinking. The road thus traveled for me, has provided me opportunities and experiences that
have been rewarding and valuable. So personally, I will miss Randy deeply but cherish the knowledge that he

helped imbed in me something very special that will always be there, and thus I will always carry a little of
Randy with me. I am sure I said this to him many times but let me now state publicly-thank you Dr. Smith-for
all you did for me and for all of organized neurosurgery. May your memory be a blessing!
Deborah L. Benzil, MD
Past Chair, CSNS
Vice-President, SNS
Vice-Chair, Cleveland Clinic Neurosurgery

Dr. Smith was a remarkable professional and friend. Underneath his blunt (often misperceived as gruff or
curmudgeonly) exterior was a warm person who cared deeply about others and neurosurgery as a whole. He
always put others before himself.
Randy had no tolerance for mediocrity, dishonesty or those
who were “show horses” more than “work horses”. He had a
way of getting to the heart of a matter and would hold people
accountable for promises not delivered on. During
professional meetings he asked critical questions and was not
satisfied until an accurate and concise answer was received.
Up until his passing, Randy was a member of multiple
professional groups and was an especially passionate member
of the Western Neurosurgical Society. Within the WNS he held
nearly every possible leadership position, including President
and chairman of multiple committees. He, along with his wife
Flo, have been the heart and soul of the WNS since I became a member in 1998. Randy participated
enthusiastically and diligently in board meetings, committee work, and the annual meetings. Most recently he
was in charge of the WNS newsletters. These messages were remarkable for their crisp, warm and accurate
syntax, including some of his typical humor as well.
On a personal note, I will forever treasure our friendship. It was always so enjoyable to sit with him after a
board meeting and get caught up on our personal lives. My only regret is that he was so interested in me that
at times I felt like I talked too much. Randy was intensely interested in, and supportive of others, while being
modest about the personal and professional aspects of his own life.
Randy was a valued confidant during my terms as Secretary-Treasurer and President of the WNS. He listened
carefully to my concerns and his advice was routinely spot on. His introduction of me as WNS President at the
2017 meeting included the usual plaudits, but perhaps more importantly, also contained his characteristic
humor and insights regarding some of my foibles.
I will miss Randy for his congeniality and the passion he brought to all matters he participated in. He never did
less than 110% of what was needed. I know that the WNS will not be the same without him.
Rest in peace my friend!
Charles Nussbaum, MD
Past President, WNS

Randy was the outspoken conscience of the CSNS. He was meticulous and direct, and cared little whom he
offended in his search for the truth. His aim was fairness, veracity, and verification. He always questioned
motive, to the point of being, if not intrusive, at least persistent, and irrepressible - he would not be ignored.
But he always warranted a civil response because his questioning was never for personal benefit; it was always
for the best for the organization. His style was inquiry without accusation or prejudice, while serving notice
that he was aware and vigilant. He was loyal to the cause of the constituency he represented: the average
practicing neurosurgeon.
He was not awed by title, power, position, or reputation. He
lacked the common faults of pride, exaggeration,
embellishment, ambition, envy, or jealousy. He often dissented
from the consensus view, but when he did, it always required
careful consideration, because as is often the case, the dissenter
views the issue with a critical perspective overlooked by the
majority. He believed in the value of democratic process and
parliamentary procedure, at least within the CSNS.
He had a streak of rebellion in his blood. He has the distinction
of being the only AANS Vice President to be elected by
grassroots member nomination and ballot over the candidate
selected by the customary formal AANS nominating committee.
His character was his crowning achievement, and his career was
consistent with his guiding principles. If he did not lead the
parade, he kept it on its intended course.
We shall miss his presence and his ethical compass.
James R. Bean, MD
Past President, AANS

I’m going to share with you my experiences of the many times I have worked with Randy over the years.
If you knew him, you knew he was a special person that always walked to the beat of his own drum. In his way,
he was a renaissance man; neurosurgeon, father, husband, farmer raising avocados, writer, and leader of many
neurosurgical and medical groups. He not only was a member of CANS, but he also helped lead it. He was an
officer, board member and consultant for many years.
The same is true of the Western Neurosurgical Society where he and his wife Flo helped with set-up and
organization for meetings. They both helped me when I was a new member of WNS.
Randy greatest participation was in the AANS & CSNS. He was so involved with CSNS he had received many
awards from them, and a special award is named for him. Many might recall how we were able to engineer a
seat on the AANS board and Randy for awhile was the vice president.

But enough of that! What about the man? Contributions, there were a trunk load full. If you were around him
in a meeting and something was said that was not quite right, he would make you think about it and challenge
you. At times he was gruff and spoke too long. Often as a result we came to better conclusions because he
made everyone think more of the consequences. If a chairman asked, “were there any questions?” yes, you
know Randy always had a few. He wrote what is probably the best State Neurosurgical Association newsletter.
Not having him to do this will be a real loss to all of us.
Was he serious about making neurosurgery and medical practice better? Absolutely, but he never suffered
fools gladly. I know because I have been the object of some of his criticism. Many were well deserved.
If you had been around CANS and WNS, you knew the master of ceremonies with a collection of generally
clean and funny stories was Randy Smith. No doubt he was a curmudgeon. Those who knew him always found
him loveable, including me.
This man of many talents, many faces, will be missed by all of us who knew him. Brilliant in his way, committed
and willing to tackle difficult problems, he was a man who deeply cared for his profession and all of us.
Randy, may you rest in peace for all eternity. May the heavenly light shine on you.
Pat Wade, MD
Past President, CANS

Randy Smith was one of those individuals
whom everyone remembers, irrespective of
whether they met him once or repeatedly. It
was my good fortune to have met Randy
many times per year over the last two
decades, and I credit him as one of the CANS
leaders who supported, encouraged,
mentored, and scolded me (as indicated!)
throughout my career. Under the exterior of
the loveable "curmudgeon", lay a uniquely
kind and wonderful human being whose
decency was self-evident to all who
interacted with him. Randy and Flo
welcomed me and my family into CANS and
WNS, and made my kids feel like they
belonged among the grownups. Interestingly, Seema and our kids (now 10 and 14 years old) still love to attend
CANS and WNS meetings with me because of the kind of welcome that Randy and Flo gave them. Randy
attracted talented neurosurgeons to CANS and WNS, advocated for them to have a seat at the table, and
significantly contributed to the inclusive milieu we have all benefited from, and to which we aspire to
contribute.

Dr. Smith was a strong advocate for the
neurosurgery profession, and he will remain a
role-model for generations of neurosurgeons
after him. As I write this, I see in my mind's eye
the fun-filled evenings when Randy regaled us
with his jokes, as recently as September 2021 in
Albuquerque; I am sure he will continue to bring a
smile to my face as I continue to hear his voice in
the back of my head at future CANS & WNS
meetings. Godspeed Randy Smith.
Javed Siddiqi, MD
President Elect, CANS

Randy Smith, MD, FACS. Doctor of Medicine, Professor of Neurosurgery, innovator, visionary, organizer, leader,
a friend greatly admired, always to be learned from, and one never to be forgotten.
I once heard someone referred to as, “Seldom right …. but never in doubt!” But these words did not describe
Randy Smith.
How very often, when at the table during a CANS, Western Neurosurgical Society, AANS, or other Board of
Directors Meeting or Neurosurgical Conference in a large Lecture Hall, and after having listened carefully to
what had been said, Randy would step up and wait in the line for his time at the microphone. Then he would
speak with great wisdom. His analysis of the situation, the question, or the subject at hand “always seemed
correct”, and I believe all of us who knew Randy will likely agree, that he was “never in doubt!”
Randy was brilliant, articulate, well read, never tiring, friendly, courteous, kind, highly organized, thoughtful,
and a real visionary “kind of guy”. But much more important was the remarkable way in which he not only
faithfully honored his many long-standing
friendships with colleagues and others, but
also, how he made it a point to become
friends with, and be of help to, younger
colleagues as they came along.
Randy Smith was endowed with the gifts of
love, compassion, caring, and concern for
others. These qualities were coupled with
finely honed leadership skills and
capabilities. He was also gifted in his being
able to communicate effectively thus leading, I
believe, to everything he was ever involved in
having the mark of success upon it.
But then, there was something else about

Randy that came as a blessing to any organization or endeavor that he was involved with, or in. Not
“something else”, actually, but “someone else” that made his life and endeavors complete and so highly
successful, and that was, and is, his dear wife “Flo”.
We have all known Randy and Flo as friends and as partners in everything they ever did. They were indeed “a
couple!” What an example Flo has been in managing the Registration Desk at meetings of CANS, The Western
Neurosurgical Society, and in the many other avenues and ways in which she and Randy have lived their lives.
So, we all say “Thank you Randy!” Thank you for your example, and for the friendship you showed toward
the rest of us. And “thank you” for the many ways in which you have held high and honored well the words,
“Doctor of Medicine”, “Neurosurgeon”, “Friend”, “Compassion and Caring for others”. You lived a life that
indeed counted, not just to those of us who have called you “friend” but also to those who in perhaps a
distant way have benefited through all you have done, and for so many, many people in the living of your life.
Mel Cheatham, MD
Past President, CANS and WNS
My first recollection of Randy was at the 1989 WNS meeting at Sun Valley Lodge. I presented my paper for
membership and Randy was sitting in the front row. As soon as I finished my talk, Randy was immediately out
of his chair with several appropriate and salient comments. Randy’s action made a lasting impression on me. I
learned that Randy insisted on a good performance, he wasted no time in interjecting his comments, and he
set a high standard for members of the WNS.
As the years went by, we were both loyal members of the Western and looked forward to seeing each other
every year. Mara and I were very fond of Randy and Flo, and their feelings for us were the same.
In 2012 I became a committee chair
and a member of the Executive
Committee. Our friendship grew
stronger since I was much more
engaged in the management of the
Society. About 5 years ago Randy
began whispering to me that I was
being considered for President, a
position I had not considered. Now
that his prediction has come true, I
had eagerly anticipated that Randy
would be attending our next meeting
in Hawaii when I will be honored as
President.

However, that is not to be, and it saddens me deeply. Not only for myself, but for Flo and their family, our
members of the WNS, and Randy’s wide circle of friends and colleagues in the world of neurosurgery.
David Pitkethly, MD
President, WNS

Dr Randall W Smith joined the Medical Staff of Sharp Memorial Hospital, Kearny Mesa, San Diego in May of
1980 and maintained that affiliation until his retirement. Despite a busy Neurosurgical practice, he became
involved in Medical Staff Issues and in approbation of his efforts he was elected Chief of the Medical Staff
In 1992- 93.
Dr Smith was the long serving Secretary of the San Diego Neurosurgical Society and recognized that changing
times were upon us. He made a timely move to join the Neurosurgical Society with the much larger
Neurological Society to form the San Diego Neurosciences Society, a more diverse group, better suited to
address the changes that lie ahead with the Renewal of Medicine.
Furthermore, he did not stint on contributing time and effort to the California Association of Neurological
Surgeons and nationally, to the American Association of Neurological Surgeons. This is not intended as a
comprehensive list of Dr Smith's efforts on behalf of Neurosurgery and its practitioners.
Over two decades of having independent
practices at San Diego Medical Center, our
relationship was always cordial. Randy and
his charming wife, Florence, were
unfailingly welcoming whenever we met at
meetings, I enjoyed their company and
often shared their table. I was delighted to
see their daughter, Christine, elected as
head of the merged societies, an honor that
spoke to the Smith history of commitment.
Randy was a good friend and a true
gentleman.
May He Rest in Peace
John Cleary, MD
Neurosurgeon colleague

We always remember the first time we’ve conversed with certain people. Randy Smith was one of those
people. I was at a meeting, likely the Council of State Neurosurgical Societies, where Randy was an icon, when
I was invited for drinks with Randy and John Kusske, two imposing figures for a neurosurgeon new to the
Pasadena community. Randy was his typical gruff self: a voice of gravel and a wit of sarcasm that left you not
really knowing what he thought about you. I simply felt honored to be in the presence of both men.
I probably first encountered Flo, Randy’s wife, at the registration desk of a Western Neurosurgical Society
meeting. A gracious and warm host, she was the foil to her surly husband. It was Flo who kept Randy in check,
at least as much as anyone could. They were the yin and the yang, the polished and the rough, the beauty and
the beast. Each was the other’s strength and better half. Because of Flo, I found that Randy had a soft center
inside that jawbreaker of an outer shell.
Throughout the years, I traveled to many of the same meetings as Randy. In the 1990’s, we participated in a
CANS delegation attending an AANS lobby function in Washington, D.C. where Randy’s rhetorical style
complimented the political forces surrounding us. Through Saturday night CANS banquets and Sunday night
Western formals, Randy highlighted the program, often having the audience in tears of laughter from his
bawdy jokes.
Eleven years ago, Randy, as editor of the CANS
newsletter, took a chance on letting me write
an op-ed column on my wandering thoughts
and how they related to neurosurgery.
Always the patient editor, he offered
grammatical suggestions as needed but never
regulated content. Here, I found a mentor, a
supporter, and a friend. A man with a heart of
gold inside a cantankerous cover. He loved
editing the CANS Newsletter, the Western
Newsletter, and serving neurosurgical
organizations in any way possible. He was a
man of protocol and Robert’s rules. If you did
not know them or follow them, you would
surely be reminded and in a way that would
help you remember. Board meetings are
never going to be the same. Heaven now has
Randy to keep the angels in line.
You are sorely missed, my friend. But our memory of you will last in perpetuity.
Deborah Henry, MD
Past President, CANS

I've known Randy since growing up, first in Minneapolis, MN., then in Seattle, WA., and subsequently in
Tacoma, WA. He always cared for me and my twin sister, Jill.
There was enough difference in our ages so that he had his own group of friends as did we. One incident that I
have always remembered was that one day while he was returning from the Olympic Peninsula area, he came
across a terrible auto accident. He attempted to save one of the individuals involved but was unable to do so.
This really bothered him, as he really cared for his fellow man. Although not saving that person, I'm certain
that over the years he either saved or extended the life of many.
My wife and I visited him and Florence in San Diego in early July this year. He had ordered and was putting
together a World War II P-51 Mustang fighter plane kit. It had over 300 parts, with some hardly discernible by
the naked eye. What he set as a goal, he accomplished by hard work and dedication.
Those who knew him were fortunate; for those who did not, they missed knowing an exceptional human
being. Randy, we're all thankful for having you in our lives for so many years.
Rod Smith, Brother

As the daughter of a neurosurgeon, I am sure you all are not surprised to hear that my dad, Randall William
Smith, MD, was not around a lot when I was growing up, given his work and on-call schedules. I grew up not
knowing any different, so I didn’t really feel his absence given the superb job Florence Smith, RN, did of raising
us three kids. I did always see him every weekend though, especially when we were at our avocado ranch in
Escondido, California. He worked the ranch in his ‘free
time’ and he ‘invited’ us to join him and work the land
as well. He would shuttle my two brothers (Michael
and Stephen) and myself around in the front loader of
his Ferrari tractor (OSHA was not notified, ha-ha) to
shred tree limbs, spread mulch, pick up bins of
avocados, set gopher traps, or check irrigation lines. I
learned so many skills from him at the ranch that
came in useful later in life including fixing PVC pipes,
pruning trees, using a chainsaw and jackhammer,
building and fixing things, the joy of gardening, and
the value of hard-earned money.
It is ironic that I am writing this for a newsletter
devoted to him because I enjoyed my own personal
newsletter from Randy for the 10 years I was away at
college and graduate school. Every week, Randy would
write me a 1-2-page letter reporting on all the goings
on in his and Flo’s lives. It was handwritten at first and
then it evolved into a computer printed letter that was also mailed out to other family members. As you can
see, his aptitude for writing newsletters extended beyond neurosurgery, and his readership expanded! I still
have all these letters, of course.
After getting my PhD in Experimental Psychology and then returning to San Diego to begin post-doctoral
training in neuroscience at the University of California San Diego, his guidance switched to steering me into
more clinical arenas. I joined the local San Diego Neurology Society, which he had been a member of for
decades, and I eventually became President. As President, I worked with him to merge the society with the
San Diego Academy of Neurosurgeons (he was Treasurer), to form the new San Diego Neurosciences Society,
with us serving together on the inaugural executive committee. He also invited me to join the Western
Neurosurgical Society and I became their first Associate Member (a new category). My research is now focused
on neurodegenerative disease and other diagnoses associated with memory impairment, in part because of his
influence.
After Randy died, I was so comforted by the outpouring of support and remembrances from his friends and
colleagues. He was such a prominent figure in his Societies and he really lived to attend the meetings and chat
with his people. I am still processing his physical absence in my life, but I am proud that he changed me for the
better and his legacy will live on in my brothers and me.
Christine Smith PhD, Daughter

